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Brakes: Time for 
a spring makeover

Dear readers,
As every year the winter
is nearing an end - so the
brake business should be
increasing. If this business
starts well or not, depends
first of all on your equip-
ment. A survey from the
German Institute for ser-
vice quality has drawn our
attention: Merely three-
fourths of the drivers are
not content with their
workshop. It's quite possi-
ble that the workshops
concerned do not dispose
of the right equipment.
What is a good rider
without a good horse?
What is a Formula-One
champion in a compact
car? Therefore we would
like to present some high-
quality devices to utilize
the full potential in this
edition. 

Enjoy yourselves while
reading the present
ROMESSAGE

Yours Werner Rogg

The time has come for workshops to start
planning their advertisement strategy for
the spring season. Whereby a good sour-
ce of income is brake service. In the
brake-maintenance sector you don't have
to think much about which arguments you
need in order to convince your workshop
customers.  Safety is very important to
the customers and the braking system
has an essential function - this is clear to
everyone. The brake check belongs to

the standard maintenance program. It
includes the control of the braking power
on the test stand, the correct filling quan-
tity and the functionality of the brake fluid
as well as the inspection of the brake
booster, the brake pipes, the wheel cylin-
der and the friction pads. 
Not only does ROMESS offer high-class
brake-maintenance devices, but for all
requirements a vast range of accesso-
ries, e.g. the corresponding catch bottles
and adapters for all common vehicle
models on the market. ROMESS even
offers adapters for a considerable large
amount of "exotics". Just take a look at
our website www.romess.de or give us a
call - it pays off!

When the new brake liquid has to be filled up, the used
fluid has to be taken out (above). The experts swear by the
service devices of ROMESS. 

www.romess.de



More accepted
The bio fuel E-10 has now been
on the market for over a year.
After being heavily disputed in
the beginning, the association of
mineral-oil economy meanwhile
assumes that the acceptance
will continue to rise. According to
the association up till now there
haven't been any problems for
the more than three million E10
users. 

Ambitious
Daimler, ROMESS's close deve-
lopment partner for many years,
intends to double its sales on
passenger cars by 2020 and
therefore become the largest
premium manufacturer. Daimler
even pursues ambitious objecti-
ves in the commercial-vehicle
sector.

Brakes in view
This year a series of general
inspection regulations will be
altered. Hereby a higher brake
effect will be demanded. Con-
cretely, the minimum braking
effect of vehicles has to increa-
se. In case of passenger cars
the examiners require a braking
ratio of at least 58 percent and
evaluate the brake efficiency per
axle.

Tire label
From November 2012 all new
tires sold in the EU have to carry
a tire label. The aim of this mea-
sure is, that the drivers should
choose eco-friendly and safe
tires. 

Workshop decision
The insurance company has no
right to dictate a low-cost works-
hop for repairs from the oppo-
sing party. So the decision of the
regional court Berlin (file refe-
rence 43 S 41/11). 

INFO

since the company in the south-west,
where traditionally technical tinkerers
are at home, has a lot of innovation
potential. Once more there has been an
exchange of stimulating opinions and
information between old acquaintances.
Mr. Werner Rogg, managing director of
ROMESS and his team enjoyed the
conversation with the experienced
motor journalist. 

Mr. Bernd Reich, expert for workshop
technics and editorial journalist by the
renowned trade magazine "Auto-
Service-Praxis" from Munich is an old
hand in this branch: For nearly twenty
years he has been reporting on trends,
innovations and tendencies in the
workshop-equipment sector for his jour-
nal. Thus he knows exactly that a visit at
ROMESS in Schwenningen is worth it,

He is the new face at ROMESS. Norbert
Siebold, business economist, and experien-
ced sales professional, has assumed the
sales management and is now the contact-
person for our customers. "It's a challenge to
which I'm really looking forward to", states
Mr. Siebold. 
"I will relate my international sales expe-

rience in order to grow with ROMESS on the
existing markets." Furthermore the sales
manager intends to enter new markets, e.g.
to seek new countries for the worldwide
valued ROMESS products. Mr. Norbert
Siebold is highly motivated and gets the
needed power from his hobbies, soccer and
cycling. 
It's of great importance to him to spend time
with his young daughter. 
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Motivated conversation: (from left) ROMESS sales director Mr. Norbert Siebold, editorial journalist specialized in the
automotive sector from "Auto-Service-Praxis" Mr. Bernd Reich, Mrs. Ingeborg Eisele-Rogg, quality manager Dr. Heinz
König, Mr. Werner Rogg and ROMESS engineer Mr. Kay-Uwe Karsten. 

Norbert Siebold is the new sales manager at
ROMESS. 

Sales department is his element

A visit at ROMESS is worth it



Three out of four workshop customers are content. That
is the result of an online survey made by the German
institute for service quality, a market-research institution
in Hamburg. The survey has been conducted with 4000
drivers. Exactly 72 per cent of the people interviewed
couldn't or didn't want to complain about the service. 
Three out of four - does this finally mean good or bad?
Even the contrary point of view is not really satisfactory
for a workshop. One out of four is not content with the
service. 28 per cent are of the opinion that their workshop
could even be better. This means that regarding customer
satisfaction there is still a lot of room for improvement.
It is interesting to know what annoys the customers:
Mainly the alleged high prices and the missing goodwill in
case of complaints. Every third interviewed person com-
plains about the price-performance ratio and every tenth
had already complained about an occurrence in his
workshop. For a workshop which makes high demands
on its work, the ratio of unsatisfied customers is definitely
too high - since unsatisfied customers do not return.
However, it is always easier and cheaper binding current
customers than winning new customers. Furthermore the
unsatisfied ones ruin one of the most essential criteria
needed by every workshop: the indispensable word-of-
mouth advertising.   
If you want to satisfy your customer completely, you abso-
lutely need, besides know-how, some excellent workshop
equipment. Hereafter we list some products which we
particularly recommend if you want to avoid stress with
your customer:
1. Brake maintenance: A customer returning after the
service is done, because his brakes do not operate pro-
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Three out of four drivers are content with the service of their workshop.
However, what can be done to satisfy the fourth? 

There are three things that a (workshop) service-man needs: a good ROMESS
brake-maintenance device, the steering-wheel balance RNW 2009 (above)
and the inclinometer CM-09606 (middle right).

Still room for more 

perly, is an angry customer. Reason: There is air in the bra-
king system of his car - the bra-
kes are too "soft". It's
only ROMESS who
dispose of the nee-
ded technology in
order to avoid such
"soft" brakes. 
2. 2. Wheel align-
ment: The car pulls
towards a certain direc-
tion or the steering wheel
inclines. The person who
drives an expensive car
does not tolerate with this
kind of problem. A workshop is required. In 25 per cent of
cases the customers are not content with the adjustments
and therefore the workshops have to optimize them. In the
majority of cases it is cumbersome and costs a lot of
money. However, this is absolutely not the case for
ROMESS users: With the inclinometer RNW 2009 the
chassis diagnostics takes only 5 minutes instead of 45
minutes. By means of the steering-wheel adjusting balan-
ce RNW 2009 the steering-wheel position and chassis can
be adjusted by one single person in a really easy as well as
precise way - and very swiftly too. Besides this the measu-
ring values of the RNW 2009 are objective and not as in
case of simple balances with bubble level by "rule of
thumb". Furthermore the data can be printed out via an
USB interface.  
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Where 
not
only the 
Alps glow ...

Austria is a favorite holiday destination for German tourists. No wonder: The country, where
the "Mozartkugel" (rum truffle with marzipan) and the Viennese waltz were invented, offers
quite a lot - first of all the mountains. More than two-thirds of Austria is mountainous: Eastern-

Alps, Alps, Carpathians. Wanderers absolutely need good shoes and drivers need good bra-
kes.

That might be one reason, why the Alpine republic is so exemplary in respect of brake
fluid. It's only in Austria that the brake fluid is tested during the general inspection. The

Austrian automobile experts are absolutely aware of the following fact: It's not only the
Alps which can glow, but also the brakes can heat, if the car hasn't been serviced in

a proper way. Under these circumstances things can go wrong in the alpine sur-
roundings. Therefore it is not surprising at all that many Austrian automobile experts

swear by the ROMESS Aqua 12 DIGI. 
"We supply a lot of brake-fluid test devices to Austria", confirms the ROMESS engineer

Kay-Uwe Karsten. The Aqua 12 DIGI disposes of an installed pressure cell. It analyzes
by means of this closed pressure cell the state of the brake fluid in a highly precise way and
in contrast to other test devices independent of ambient conditions. It disposes of a printer
interface, so that you can easily print the values immediately. This is a great advantage: Since
you can show the values to the car's driver and convince him that the state of the brake fluid
requires a change. 

fixed by means of a manual pump which
produces a vacuum. A manometer
shows the respective compacting pres-
sure. The installed level simulates the
radar beam and in this way enables a
precise adjustment. Distronic Plus is
available for all Mercedes workshops.
Order-no.: 09807-10

By means of the adjusting device
Distronic Plus 09807-10 ROMESS now
offers an equipment to adjust economic
adaptive cruise controls (ACC). The
application is quite simple and can be
handled in a fast and uncomplicated
way: The suction pipe of the adjusting
device is set on the radar head and is

Mercedes: precise adjustment

The Aqua 12 DIGI is an extremely reliable and
comfortable brake-fluid testing device. It works
completely independent from the external air
conditions. 

Distronic Plus
is supplied in
a practical ca-
se. 


